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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Today, more than ever before in the history of educa-
tion, teachers are being consulted as to what textbooks are 
to be used in their classrooms. In most cities and towns at 
the present time it is the classroom teacher's responsibility 
t 
and not the administrator 1 s, as often was the case in the 11 
past, to choose the textbook he feels most adequately fills 
the needs of his classes. To meet this responsibility satis-
factorily it is the duty of each classroom teacher to know 
what materials are being offered by textbook publishers. In 
a day when visual aids are regarded to be as important as 
they are at the present, those presented in textbooks should 
be considered as carefully as the textual material. In 
social studies textbooks, maps are one of the most valuable 
tools. Wesley!/states that, 11 it is valuable to see what 
present day textbooks are doing to meet the need for maps in 
textbooks." Map activities to accompany maps in the textbooks 
are of great importance in judging a textbook. They are means 
by which children are guided in making map interpretations 
!!wesley, Edgar B., "Teaching the Social Studies," 
Boston, D. c. Heath and Company, 1940, p. 382. 
I 
r 
thereby gaining more information from the map itself. The 
more varied the activities the greater number of under-
standings there will be obtained by the pupil. "Geographic 11 
education must develop an understanding of the advantages 
and limitations of maps and it must provide ~xperiences that 
contribute to the ability to use maps to the fullest 
extent."Y 
The purpose of this study is to determine to what 
extent middle-grade geography textbooks provide maps of 
South America and map activities to accompany the South 
American maps. In the analysis of the maps and map 
activities the following points were considered: 
1. The number of South American maps in each 
textbook. 
2. The size of the maps of South America in 
middle-grade geography textbooks. 
3. The captions accompanying the maps. 
4. The legends of each map. 
5. The colors used on maps. 
6. The ldnds of maps in each text. 
7. The number of activities and where they are 
placed in each textbook. 
8. The kinds of activities in each textbook. 
g/Kohn, Clyde F., "Geographic Instruction in the 
Intermediate and Upper Grades," Nineteenth Yearbook of the 
National Council for the Social Studies, Chapter XIX;-p:-129. 
--""=== 
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9. The distribution of references, symbols and 
place names for each map. 
10. The listing of each map. 
The thesis did not consider projection nor cartograph-
ical accuracy. 
It is hoped that this thesis will provide social 
studies teachers in the middle grades criteria by which 
they may judge the map program presented for the study of 
South America by publishers of present day geography 
textbooks so that they may better select the textbook which 
will most completely fill the needs of their individual 
classes. It is also hoped that present day publishers of 
geography textbooks will see where their textbooks meet or 
do not meet the necessary requirements for an adequate map 
program so that future textbooks may be improved. 
-=--- - -=--=-
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CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH AND REYIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
"Maps are attractive, maps are interesting, maps are 
valuable - maps are, in fact, indispensable." Mary Clint 
Irion1/states this in a monthly bulletin issued by The 
Macmillan Company. This is especially true of maps in 
textbooks. In his Teaching the Social Studies, Edgar B. 
Wesleyg/states that: 
"The maps in textbooks have tl1e advantage of 
convenience and pertinency. The pupils can 
scarcely escape seeing them, and ths~r relation-
to the context is usually obvious."~ 
Many research studies have been made for the purpose 
of learning the extent to which students have acquired map 
reading skills. Authorities agree that instruction in the 
basic map reading skills should begin in the intermediate 
grades. 
I YMary Clint Irion, "Learning to Read Maps, " 1 Teachers Service Bulletin in Geography, Vol. III, No. 1, The Macmillan Company, Boston, October, 1949, p. 1. 
II g/Edgar B. Wesley 1 Teaching the Social Studies, 
D. c. Heath and Company, New York, 1937. 
y 
Ibid., p. 356. 
l 
l -~ Kobn says, "The groundwork for map reading needs to be laid 
throughout the elementary years."~ WhittemoreYstates that, 
"Experiences in the use of maps occupy a large amount of time 
and attention in any program of social education."J./ In an 
article written for a magazine for social studies teachers, 
DavisWsays, "The use of maps should be a definite part of 
the daily experience of living. 11Y In the Eighteenth Year-
book of the National Council for the Social Studies, Kobn!Q/ 
again says, "From the beginning of their school careers, 
children should be given opportunities to develop a sense of 
location and a realization of the significance of 
position."lY 
Yclyde F. Kohn, "Geographic Instruction on the Inter-
mediate and Upper Grades," Chapter XIX, Nineteenth Yearbook 
of the National Council for the Social Studies, 1948. 
~ Ibid., p. 126. 
§/Katheryne T. Whittemore, "Geographic Approaches to 
the Social Studies," Nineteenth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, 1948, Chapter XII. 
2/Ibid., p. 317. 
g/Hazel c. Davis, What Can Elementary School Pupils 
Learn from Maps?" Social Education, Vol. XII, November, 1948. 
y Ibid., p. 317 • 
.!.Q/Clyde F. Kohn, "Maps as Instructional Aids in the 
Social Studies/Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1947, Chapter XIV. 
t -- !!/Ibid., p. 123. - -- ~----::-:--== -==-=--
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Ernest Horn~reports that The Committee of Ten 
recommended strongly that maps and globes be regarded as 
an integral part of the equipment for teaching history and 
geography. If it is the job of the social studies teacher 
in the elementary school to lay the foundation for map 
reading and interpretation it then follows that the proper 
equipment must be made available for that purpose. 
A good map will present a great many facts to the 
pupil who knows how to use them. Kohn~tells us that maps 
are sources from which information can be obtained. Wesleyli/ 
states, "There is scarcely any type of quantative information 
which cannot be reduced to a map."W Indeed, some people 
feel that there are some ·understandings which can be gained 
only by reading maps. Whittemorel§/says that only maps will 
enable a child to understand the relation of one place to 
another and the significance of the locations of places. 
~Ernest Horn, Nethods of Instruction in the Social 
Studies, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1937, p. 391. 
~Clyde F. Kohn, "Maps as Instructional Aids in the 
Social Studies," Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1947, Chapter XIV. 
!!/Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies, 
D. C. Heath and Company, New York, 1937. 
1E/ Ibid., p. 355 
WKatheryne T. Whittemore, "Geographic Approaches to 
the Social Studies," Nineteenth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, 1948,_ Ch~pter XII, p_ .. ~£--= _ -~ 
6 
Wesley!1/ says: 
"Maps are designed to convey correct impressions of 
the size and shape of an area and to present some of 
its features or characteristics. Maps are highly 
condensed compilations of information. To the person 
who knows how to read them, they rey~~l a great 
variety of wealth and information."~ 
Hazel c. Davia121feels that understanding of people is based 
on knowledge, much of which is acquired from maps. 
Not only during their school life will children find 
values in maps but as future citizens they will find them 
more important than ever. Kohngg/makes this point when he 
says: 
"Understanding the associations in space of places 
and peoples is becoming more and more a prerequisite 
to the development of such international arrangements 
as will be mutually beneficial and satisfying to all 
nations of the world." 
He goes on to say: 
"Ideas gleaned from studying maps often produce 
fruitful results and children should be trained to 
use maps to gain ideas concerning better ways of 
occupying the land resulting from emerging inter-
spatial associations of countries the world over."W 
11/Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies, 
D. C. Heath and Company, New York, 1937 • 
.!§/ Ibid., p. 353. 
WHazel c. 
Learn from Maps?" 
1948, p. 318. 
Davis,uWhat Can Elementary School Pupils 
Social Education, Vol. XXII, November, 
gQ/Clyde F. Kohn,"Maps as Instructional Aids in the 
Social Studies," Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1947, Chapter-xiv:-
~Ibid., pp. 123-124. 
7 
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Whittemoregg/states that: 
"If the cit:lzen is to use maps provided in news-
papers, magazines and books he must read maps easily 
and accurately. He must appreciate the help that 
maps C§q 1give him in bringing light to the printed page • 11~ 
Bowman£1/sums up the importance of maps to modern living: 
"As a means of understanding certain types of 
distributions the map has become indispensable 
to the modern world. Only the grosser facts of 
complex occurrences can be retained in the mind. 
The net knowledge relationships is now world wide 
and the individual facts in any field have become 
available in numbers that are overwhelming unless 
pictorialized. Many kinds of statistics have 
meaning~qnly as they are given spatial relation-
ship."~ 
A successful geography program at any grade level 
should employ maps and map activities extensively. Today 
with the unit planning of geographic instruction used with 
such widespread enthusiasm and favorable results, maps and 
map activities can be used by teacher and pupil more 
efficiently than ever before. Thralls,g§/in The Journal 
WKatherine T. Whittemore, "Geographic Approaches 
to the Social Studies," Nineteenth Yearbook of the National 
Council for the Social Studies, 1948, Chapter-XII. 
~Ibid., p. 118. 
Wisiah Bowman, "Geography in Relation to the Social 
Studies," Report of the Connnission .2!.!. the Social Studies, 
American Historical Association, Part V, Charles Scribner's 
Sons, New York, 1934. 
~Ibid., p. 46. 
Wzoe E. Thralls, "The Use of Maps in Geographic 
Instruction, 11 The Journal of the National Education 
Association, Vol. 21, December 1943. 
II 
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of the National Education Association states that there are 
four places in the development of a unit where maps may be 
used effectively. They are: 
1. In motivation or the raising of a problem. 
2. In assimilation or problem solving stage. 
3. In the summarizing and application step. 
4. In testing.gy' 
She discusses it further when she says that the map is 
especially valuable for expression activities during the 
assimilation period and also in the summarizing and 
application stages. During the latter two stages maps are 
used as a source of information. For testing purposes a 
hypothetical map may be used to check ability to read maps. 
Both Kohn and Thralls have listed the functions which 
maps serve. Kobn lists five and Thralls lists six but 
although the former list is smaller in number it seems more 
inclusive than the latter. The functions which maps serve 
as stated by Ko~are: 
1. They show the location and arrangement of things, 
both cultural and natural on the face of the earth. 
2. They are means of expressing the associations 
which man has established with the land. 
, 27 I ~Zoe E. Thralls, 11 'l'he Use of Maps in Geographic 
Instruction," The Journal of the National Education 
Association, Vol. 21, December 1932, pp. 301-302. 
&Wclyde F. Kohn, "Maps as Instructional Aids In the 
Social Studies," Eighteenth Yearbook of the National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1947, Chapter XIV. 
9 
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3. They are means of plotting phenomena so that 
their interspatial relationships may be recognized 
readily. 
4. They enable the reader to grasp all the 
essential traits of a region. 
5. They serve as a source of ideas concerning 
the social, political and ~~9nomic effects of the 
distribution of phenomena.~ 
Thralls£Q/says that maps should show the following descrip-
tive facts concerning natural and cultural items: 
1. Relative and exact positions. 
2. Relative and exact area or extent. 
3. Relative and exact distance. 
4. Shape of a given human or natural item or 
patterns of their distribution. 
5. Elevation and slope of the land. 
6. 3r.oe distribution of cultural and. natural items.~ 
Several analyses of maps in history textbooks have been done 
recently. Check lists and criteria for the evaluating 
of maps in history books have been set up. These check 
lists and criteria could be used in the judging of maps in 
W Zoe E. Thralls, "The Use of Maps in Geographic 
Instruction," The Journal of the National Education 
Association, Vor:-21, December 1932, p. 122. 
~Ibid. p. 301. 
~Ibid. p. 301. 
- -== ===-==-=--==-==- =--=-=--= 
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geography textbooks as well as history books. Compte~ 
presents this check list for evaluating maps in history 
texts: 
1. Is the total number and proportion of colored 
and uncolored maps helpful? 
2. Are the sizes good? 
3. Do the titles definitely indicate the purpose 
of each map? 
4. Are the sources of the maps shown? 
5. Are the maps accurate according to what they 
are supposed to show? 
6. Do they avoid over-cluttering with details? 
Does eac~~~phasize the point which it is supposed 
to show?~ '· 
Hartley~established the following criteria for maps 
in history books: 
1. The projection should be suited to the purposes 
for which the map is employed. 
2. No map should be used that is less than half a 
page, and a full page one is preferred. 
3. All maps should be as accurate as possible. 
4. Employ universal color scheme in all physical 
maps ( greener the green, the lower the elevation; 
the browner the brown, the higher the elevation.) 
£g/Miriam A. Compton, An Evaluatio~ of History Texts, 
McKinley Publishing Company,-philadelphia, 1932. 
w Ibid., p. 19. 
~William H. Hartley, "Audio Visual Materials and 
Techniques," Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Counc~ --JL 
for the Social Studies, 1946, Chapter XII. 
tl 
)) 
5. All maps should be properly spaced near the 
text they illustrate. 
6. Keep maps simple, avoid too much detail. 
Show just as much data as is necessary to get the 
main point across. 
7. Shading and coloring on maps should be clear 
and pleasing. 
8. Complicated battle maps, economic maps and 
the like should be reserved for advanced students. 
9. Picture maps and other interesting types of 
maps should be introduced where they will serve to 
stimulate interest. 
10. Every map should have a legend.££/ 
~William H. Hartley, "Audio Visual Materials and 
Techniques," Seventeenth Yearbook of t he National Council 
for the Social Studies, 1946, Chapter XII. 
i2 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The first step to be considered was the selection of 
textbooks to be used in the analysis. These were chosen 
with two thoughts in mind, (1) the extent to which they 
are used today in the intermediate grades, and (2) the 
date of publication. The texts chosen were: 
A. Meyer, J. G., Gray, William H., Hancock, Ralph, 
Our Southern Neighbors. Chicago: Follett Publishing 
Company, 1942. 
B. McConnell, w. R. Geography of the Americas. 
Chicago : Rand McNally and Company, 1949. 
c. Smith, J. Russell, American Lands and People. 
Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company, 1942. 
D. Atwood, Wallace w., and Thomas, Helen Goss, 
The American Nations, New York: Ginn and Company, 1943. 
E. Bodley, G. R. and Thurston, E. L., North 
America and South America. Syracuse: Iroquois 
PUblishing Company, 1941. 
-=- -----= 
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2. The size of the maps. 
3. The caption of each map. 
4. The legends. 
5. The colors used. 
6. The distribution of the kinds of maps. 
7. The number and location of map activities. 
8. The kinds of activities. 
9. The distribution of map references to each map 
throughout the text, and the symbols and place names 
on each map. 
10. The listing. of each map. 
Number of maps. 
The number of South American maps in each text was 
counted. Only those maps which were to be used in the study 
of South America were considered. The number of pages of 
textual material about South America were also enumerated, 
and the average number of pages of written material per map 
was found. 
Size of Maps. 
The classification for the size of the maps was 
broken down to the following: 
1. Those from one to two full pages in size. 
2. Those from one-half to one full page in size. 
3. Those from one-fourth to one-half page in size. 
4. Those less than one-fourth page in size. 
The number of each size map in each textbook was counted. 
Captions 
The maps with no captions whatsoever were counted 
first. Then four different types of captions were found to 
be prevalent in the texts being used. The types found and 
examples of each are listed below: 
1. Title Only: 
a. A Physical Political Map of South America. 
b. Rainfall Map of South America. 
c. A map showing where coffee is grown. 
d. South America as the home of man. 
e. A grape map. 
f. Population map, South America. 
2. Explanatory Material: 
a. The great fan of railroads spreading out 
from Buenos Aires shows the extent of the 
Pampas. Compare this network with the single 
line of railroad in Chile. Compare this 
railroad map with a similar map of Chicago. 
b. Only a few products of Ecuador find their 
way to the United States. These include 
Panama hats, cacao, and tagua nuts. 
c. This map shows where Chile and Argentina 
could be located if each country had the same 
latitude in North America that it has in 
South America. 
d. We must remember that this is a very much 
simplified map of the main regions of South 
America. The mountains, for instance, are 
areas of soaring peaks, deep valleys, and high 
rolling plateaus. The highland regions are 
often cut by deep valleys and high ridges that 
make the land difficult to use and trans-
portation very expensive. 
:l5 
I 
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3. Questions. 
a. (Under a regional map of Peru.) Why do most 
of the people of Peru live in the highlands? 
What prevents more people from living in the 
eastern lowlands, or montana? Why do few 
people live in the coastal lowland? 
b. Tell the two chief things which this map 
shows. How many railroads can you find across 
South America from east to west? from North 
to South? 
c. Population map of South America. Where is 
the dense population? scant population? 
d. Distribution of rainfall in South America. 
Can you tell where the main area of greatest 
rainfall is located? How do you account for 
this heavy rainfall?· In what part of the 
continent is the annual rainfall twenty inches 
or less? How do you account for this slight 
rainfall? 
4. Explanatory Material and Questions. 
a. The pope tried to divide the world between 
Spain and Portugal. Although the other nations 
objected to his Line of Demarcation, it did 
help Portugal in her claim to the eastern part 
of South America. The people of this region 
still speak Portuguese. What country is that? 
b. This s~ows Chile's coastal range, the 
Central Valley, and the high ridge of the 
Andes. What happens to the coastal range at 
the southern end of the continent? What 
happens to the Central Valley? 
c. The harbor and city of Rio de Janeiro. 
Why do you think this is one of the world's 
best harbors? 
d. What products of Peru are grown along the 
coastal plain? This is a very dry region. 
How is it possible to raise these products here? 
What is Peru's most valuable export? What 
product of Peru is most vital in wartime? In 
what region is it found. When the white man 
--- ~---=---= ·==~.,..~ 
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came to Peru, he found the Indians eating 
potatoes. The white man had never seen 
potatoes before. Why do some people call 
potatoes "Irish potatoes"? 
The color used on the maps was analyzed according to 
the number of colors used on each map, that is, the number 
of black and white maps, the number of those employing two 
colors, and the number of maps which had more than two colors. 
On those maps which used the colors adopted for the Inter-
national Map of the World, in which the elevation of the 
land is shown by color layers of graded tints, blue for the 
sea, green for lowlands and yellow, brown and red for 
progressively higher altitudes, each tint was counted as a 
, separate color. 
Kinds of Maps 
The kinds of maps in the textbooks were divided into 
two categories first, physical-political maps and special 
maps. The special maps were then subdivided into the 
following classifications: picture, rainfall, product, 
relief, export-import, maps shuwing routes of various 
kinds, regional, vegetation and population. There were 
some maps which did not fall into any of these groups. 
These were put into a miscellaneous grouping merely called 
others. 
Legends 
In one of the lists of qualifications for maps in 
17 
II 
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history books mentioned in Chapter II was the fact that every 
map should have a legend. This would hold true for maps in 
geography texts also. Each map, therefore, was analyzed as 
to what legends it had. They were classified as to the maps 
which had keys only, those which had a scale of miles only, 
and those which had both a key and a scale of miles. 
Number and Location of Map Activities. 
Map activities were found to be located in three 
separate places. Some were found under the maps themselves, 
some were included in the textual material, and some were 
found at the end of chapters or at the beginning of units of 
study, that is, separate from the textual material and the 
maps. 
1. Activities located under the map. 
Any question under a map which required the use 
of the map to find the answer was considered a map 
activity. 
Examples: 
a. This is a relief map of Pan America. Compare 
it with other maps in this book and locate the 
important mountains, highlands, lowlands, seas 
and gulfs. 
b. Study the key of this map and also that of the 
United States and that of the southern lands of 
North America. What kinds of land are found in 
North America and in South America? Make a sketch 
map of North America and one of South America and 
mark on each the area that has the same kind of 
land. Which has the larger area of good land? 
Which kind of land would you choose for your new 
home if you were migrating? 
- ----~ 
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c. This map shows the distribution of population 
in South America. Is South America as a whole, 
densely or sparsely populated? Are there any 
large areas of dense population? In what parts 
of the continent are the main areas of slightest 
population? Do you think South America can 
support a much larger population that it has now? 
2. Activities included in the textual material. 
The written material about South America was 
studied very carefully to find any activities which 
might be present. Any statement that definitely 
gave directions for finding information on a map , 
locating places on a map or doing anything whatso-
ever with a map was considered an activity. 
Examples : 
a. Our map shows us that Chile is the only country 
in South America that lies almost wholly west of the 
Andes. For that reason it is a narrow country, 
long and narrow. Where is its greatest width? 
What is its narrowest width? Which is the greater 
distance, from Arica to Cape Horn or from New York 
to San Francisco? 
b. The route that this highway will take is shown 
by maps on page 315. vVhere the line is broken, 
it means that the road is not yet ready for travel. 
Find the places where the road is still unfinished 
in Central America and South America. 
c. Find the capital city, Bogota , in about the 
center of the Cordilera Oriental. How high above 
sea level is Bogota? 
d. On the map (Fig. 312-A) find the sources of the 
Amazon and its branches. 
3. Activities separate from textual material and 
maps . 
Some texts contained map activities in a section by 
1_9 
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themselves. In some books they were at the beginning of 
the units or chapters and in some they were at the end. 
Usually each section contained more than one activity. Ea.ch 
was counted as a separate activity. 
Examples: 
a. Getting Acquainted with South American Cities. 
Use the map on pages 318-319 to study the 
locations of the large cities of South America. 
There are only three cities of South America 
that have populations of more than 1,000,000. 
Find them. Vfhich city is located on the east coast 
just within the tropics; that is, just north of 
the Tropic of Capricorn? Which of the three cities 
is located just south of the same sun-position line, 
a few miles inland from the east coast? Which city 
is located in the temperate lowlands of South 
America near the mouth of a large river? Find a 
city in North America on the Mississippi River 
that is about the same distance from the Equator 
as this South American city. 
There are four cities in South America that 
have populations between 500,000 and 1,000,000. 
Find these cities and describe the location of 
each. ~Vhich one is located within the tropics? 
Which one is a coastal city? Which one is a 
river port? vVhich two are located a short 
distance from the Pacific Ocean. 
The map shows a number of cities with populations 
between 100,000 and 500,000. According to the 
key in the lower left hand corner, the names of 
the cities are all printed in the same size letters 
as Valparaiso. Make a list of these cities. Then 
check your list with population tables at the back 
of this book. About how many of these cities have 
a coastal location and are seaports? About how 
many of these cities are a hundred miles or more 
from the ocean? Which are the capital cities of 
their countries? 
Look back at the map of North America on pages 
310-311. Which has more cities with more 
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than 1,000,000 population, all of South America or 
the United States? Which has more cities between 
100,000 and 500,000? Does South America have as 
many of its large cities located inland, or away 
from the sea, as North America does? Give one 
reason why the two continents are different in 
the distribution of their cities. 
b. A triangle map. Lay three rulers along the 
seacoast of South America. Copy this triangle 
which your rulers make; only make your drawing 
larger. Inside your triangle draw a free hand 
map of South America. Draw the E~uator , the 
Tropic of Capricorn, parallels 50 s. and 10° N. 
Draw the Amazon River, the Andes Mountains . 
Place on your map the cities studied in this 
chapter. 
c. Map Reading Exercise. 
1. Using the map on page 180, give the 
location of: the coffee land, vast grazing 
plains, diamond mines, cacao plantations. 
2. Find a coffee port, a sugar port, a 
rubber port, and a port for meats and hides . 
Why does the location of each determine its 
chief export? · 
3. From what direction does Rio de Janeiro 
get her raw materials for the following: 
cotton mills, flour mills, sugar refineries, 
furniture factories, shoe factories, 
slaughter houses? 
4. Using the map on page 168, notice the 
directions in which the chief Brazilian 
rivers flow. What does this tell you about 
the slope of the highlands of Brazil? Look 
at the relief map on page 162 and see if you 
are correct. 
5. Using the map on page 196, find where most 
of the railroads of Brazil are centered. Can 
you suggest a reason for this? 
Kinds of Activities 
In the analysis of map activities in the textbooks used 
in the study, each book was examined carefully in order to 
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determine the classifica·tion of the activities. There were 
found in these books sixteen main types of activities. 
These main types are: 
1. Comparing two or more geographical aspects. 
2. Gathering information or finding the answers to 
questions from the study of the maps. 
3. Making explanations from the study of the maps. 
4. Locating geographical regions, cities, rivers, 
mountains, etc. 
' 
5. Tracing routes. 
6. Making original maps. 
7. Discussing questions based on map study. 
8 . Describing locations. 
9. Making deductions on the basis of map study. 
10. Making models of claY,. 
11. Playing map games. 
12. Filling in outline maps. 
13. Making lists. 
14. Checking answers. 
15. Estimating distances. 
16. Measuring by map scale. 
Examples of the above activities are listed below: 
1. Comparing two or more geographical aspects. 
a. When we compare this map (population) with 
Number 2, (rainfall) it is easy to see that 
the heavily populated regions are along the 
coasts or in the highlands. 
b. Look at the map and compare the altitude of 
the highlands in the Guianas with the altitude 
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of the highlands in Columbia and Venezuela~==~~~~-~~~--
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c. Use two maps (Figs. 224 and 267) in 
comparing land travel and air travel from 
La Paz 1 Bolivia, to Sao Paulo, Brazil; 
from Lima to Quito; and from Belem to 
Trinidad. 
2. Gathering information or finding the answers to 
questions. 
a. What does the map of northern South America, 
pages 324-325, show you about the latitude of 
the coffee country? About the altitude of most 
of it? How can you tell that this region has 
good transportation? 
b. We have not yet mentioned the greater part 
of Columbia's land. Look closely at the maps, 
Figures 312-A and 319-A, and you will see that 
more than half of Columbia lies east of the 
Andes. Is this land high or low? Warm or cool? 
What is the latitude? The southern boundary? 
The rainfall during each of the seasons shown 
in Figures 331-B and 331-C? 
c. Find the Brazilian 
part of South America. 
are they? How do they 
the Andes? 
Highlands in the eastern 
What kind of mountains 
compare in elevation with 
3. Making explanations from the study of maps. 
a. Hydro-electric power for Sao Paulo is obtained 
from water carried in pipes to the edge of the 
plateau overlooking the lowland city of Santos. 
Here the water drops 2000 feet to the powerhouse 
below. It is one of the finest power sites in all 
South America. Look at the map on pages 324-325 
and explain how the colors show that this is 
possible. 
b. Use the population map to explain why Rio de 
Janeiro has a good location for trade. 
4. Locating geographical regions, cities 1 rivers, 
mountains, etc. 
a. Find on the map the city of Santa Marta on the 
Caribbean coast of Columbia east of Barranquilla. 
b. In what part of Venezuela would you prefer to 
live? Find this section on Figure 312-A. 
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c. Using the map on page 196, find where most of 
the railroads of Brazil are centered. 
5. Tracing routes. 
a. To reach the Atlantic, the Bolivians must go 
by long river or rail routes through Brazil or 
Argentina. On the map,trace the rail and river 
routes that the Bolivians must follow to reach 
the outside world. 
b. Show on the map four ways of going from 
Buenos Aires to Valparaiso. 
c. Show on Figure 3 the route copper ore would 
likely follow if shipped from Chuquicamata to 
New York City. 
6. Making original maps. 
a. Draw a free-hand map of the northern countries 
of South America. Make the map as large as your 
paper will allow. Let the map show the Magdalena 
River, Cartagena, and Barranquilla; show in colors 
the Caripbean Sea, the mountains, and plains of 
Columbia. Show our trip into Columbia by a dotted 
red line. Draw a parallel to show how the trade 
winds blow upon them. Show by drawing blue lines, 
three ocean routes to Barranquilla; from Miami, 
from New York, from Europe, with the distance in 
days of travel on each line. 
b. Draw a map of Brazil showing the three main 
geographical sections. Use browns and greens to 
indicate highlands and lowlands. 
c. Begin a products map. Draw a large map of 
Columbia. Put green dots on the map where the 
lowland crops grow. (In the margin keep a color 
key.) Put brown dots where coffee grows on the 
mountain slopes and in the valleys. When your 
teacher has selected the best map in the class, 
this child may draw his map on the board. You 
will want to add to this map in later lessons. 
7. Discussions based on map study. 
a. Look at the map on pages 318-319 and discuss 
the following questions. Between what two sun 
position lines is most of South America located? 
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What do we mean when we say that most of the Middle 
American and South American countries are located 
within the tropics? 
B. Describing by use of a map. 
a. Se+ect five South American cities found on the 
map of northern South America and prepare a des-
cription of the location of each place. In 
preparing your description give {1) distance from 
the equator, {2) altitude, (3) coast or river or 
railroad location. Be sure you can answer your 
own descriptions. · 
b. Using the map on page 164 describe the location I 
of each of the three main regions of Chile. .I 
c. Describe by parallels and meridians the 
location of the mouths of the Amazon River; the 
mouths of the Orinoco River. 
9. Making deductions from studying a map. 
a. The country of Chile may easily be divided into 
regions. Look at it again on the map on page 360. 
What parallel or line of latitude, is near the 
northern boundary? What parallel is near the 
southern boundary? Do you remember bow many miles 
there are to a degree of latitude~ By using this 
information can you find the length of Chile? 
10. Making models. 
a. A map of the Amazon journey in sand or clay. 
Form a level plain in sand or clay. Draw the 
Equator with a pencil point. Next, choose a 
scale. Next, place the important cities. Pile 
up the Andes Mountains west of Iquitos. Show 
the main stream of the Amazon. 
b. Make with sand or clay, or flour and salt, 
models of the great valleys of Chile and of 
California. Tell how they are like each other. 
c. Make a relief map out of moistened flour and 
salt on cardboard, showing the four regions: 
t 
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the Northern Highlands, the Llanos, the Guiana 
Highlands, and the Maracaibo Basin. 
11. Map Games 
Divide the class into two teams; the Reds and the 
Blues. On the board or on a large piece of paper, 
draw a large map of the northern countries. Give 
the two teams little circles of red or blue paper, 
or pieces of red or blue chalk. A child from the 
Reds calls the name of a city or river or some-
thing else in the northern countries; a child from 
the Blues places a blue dot in the right position 
on the map. When each child on the Blue team has 
had a turn, the Reds have their inning. At the 
end of the game, count the red and blue dots to 
find who won. 
12. Filling in outline maps 
A sheep map. On a blank map of Argentina, fi l l 
in the following: parallels 40 and 50 south; 
Falkland Islands; Patagonia; Andes Mountains ; 
mutton-sheep ranches; wool sheep ranche s ~ Tierra 
del Fuego; Strait of Magellan; Chile; Magallanes. 
b. You will want to make a map of your own of 
South America as you study the different South 
American countries. Use an outline map or trace 
a map you will find in this book. With a b l ack 
pencil or crayon, draw a line to show .the Equator 
and draw a broken line to show the Tropic of 
Capricorn. With a red-colored pencil or crayon, \1 
trace the boundaries of Brazil. Then add the 
boundaries of the other countries that' lie entirely 
or mostly within the tropics. 
13. Making lists. 
a. Bolivia has long been one of the world's 
leading sources of tin, and tin ores alone make up 
about three-fourths of its exports. From Fi gure 
360 make a list of the other metal ores which it 
produces. 
14. Checking answers. 
a. Very little land in the Amazon Lowland is used 
for agriculture. What should you expect to see 
covering the l~nd in most parts of the region? 
Check your answer by the vegetation map on page 307. 
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15. Estimating. 
a. Using a map of the world 1 estimate the 
approximate distance in miles from Rio de 
Janeiro to New York City; to London; to 
San Francisco and the Panama Canal. 
b. Estimate the length of South America in 
degrees. 
16. Measuring by map scale. 
a. Measure by map scale the combined length 
of the Parana-Plata Rive~. 
b. Using the scale of miles 1 measure the coast 
line of Peru. 
In some instances one sentence might contain two 
activities. Each was counted as an activity under its 
proper heading. An example of this might be shown in the 
following statement: 11 Find the city ' of Cartegena and 
describe its location." This was counted as a locating 
activity and as a describing activity. Another example of 
one activity based on a previous activity and very closely 
allied would be found in the following: 11Find the city of 
Tucuman on the map on page 360. In what direction is it 
from Cordoba?" This was classified as two separate 
activities 1 a locating activity and an activity of finding 
an answer to a question or gathering information. 
Distribution of references 2 Elace names and maE symbols. 
Each book used in the study was read carefully and a 
count made of the number of references to each map in each 
book. Since the study was concerned with the South 
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American maps only the references to ·these specific maps 
within the book were counted. The total number .of references 
in each book was then found. 
In the counting of place names, countries, cities, 
rivers, mountains, falls, lakes, oceans, seas, gulfs, and 
regions on each map were considered. Equator, Tropic of 
Capricorn, Artie Circle, etc. were counted as place names. 
A listing of all the names on each map was made, checked and 
totalled. 
The symbols counted in the analysis were those used 
for cities, capitals, rivers, mountains, and falls. The 
scale of miles, colors showing elevation, lines showing 
~outes of any kinds, and any symbol used in the key were 
counted. The lines of longitude and latitude were also 
counted as two separate symbols. Only rivers which were 
named were included in the counting. 
Listing. 
Each book was checked to see if there was a listing 
of the maps. This listing might have been in the general 
index or table of contents or it could have been a separate, 
special list of maps contained in the book. 
---- - ---- ---.,.----.,..-- --=,.--,:---
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this analysis, as bas been stated in 
Chapter I, is to give a clear picture of what geography 
textbooks, in use at the present in the intermediate grades, 
contain in regard to South American maps and map activities. 
The basis on which the analysis was conducted is explained 
in Chapter III. 
It should be mentioned here that Textbook A was the 
only textbook used in the analysis which was entirely 
devoted to the study of Latin America. The other textbooks 
used were written about both the American continents. 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS# NUMBER OF PAGES OF TEXT 
CONCERNING SOUTH AMERICA, AND NUMBER OF PAGES OF 
TEXT PER MAP FOUND IN SIX MIDDLE-GRADE GEOGRAPHY 
TEXTBOOKS 
Textbook Number of Maps Number of Pages Pages of Text of Text per Map 
A 57 271 4.75 
B 18 67 3.72 
c 9 56 6.22 
D 9 72 a. 
E 7 64 9.14 
F 6 52 8.67 
Total 106 582 5 .. 49 
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Table I shows a total of 106 South American maps in 
the six textbooks used. Textbook A, the only book based 
entirely on the geographical aspects of Latin America 
contained fifty-seven of the 106 maps. Maps of South 
America only, or maps directly connected with the study of 
South America were counted in the analysis in all the books. 
Of the textbooks which included material about both the 
American continents, Textbook D had the greatest number of 
South American maps, a total of eighteen. Textbooks C and 
D had nine a piece, Textbook E had seven and Textbook F 
had six maps. 
The average number of pages of textual material for 
each map was figured in each book. Textbook B had sixty-
seven pages of printed material about South America which 
means an average of three and seve~ty-two hundredths pages 
\ I 
of text per map. In Textbook A, the book with the largest 
number of maps, was found the greatest number of pages of 
textual material also. There was a total of 271 pages and 
an average of four and seventy-five hundredths pages per 
map. The book with the next highest average of pages of 
text per map was Textbook C, which contained fifty-six 
pages of textual material and an average of six and twenty-
two hundredths pages per map. An average of eight and 
sixty-seven hundredths pages of written material per mpp 
was found in Textbook F which contained a total of fifty-
-----~~====~~ 
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two pages and six maps. Textbook D, with seventy-two pages 
of reading and nine maps had an average of eight pages per 
map. The highest number of pages of text per map was nine 
and fourteen hundredths found in Textbook E which contained 
sixty-four pages of text and seven maps. 
In all the books combined there was a total of 106 
maps an~ 582 pages of printed material. The average number 
of printed pages per map in the six textbooks was five and 
forty-nine hundredths. 
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TABLE II 
SIZE OF SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX MIDDLE-GRADE 
GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E 
One to Two Full Pages 4 4 3 3 5 
One-half to One Full Page 6 1 3 
One-fourth to One-half Page 17 6 1 3 2 
Less Than One-fourth Page 30 7 5 
Total 57 18 9 9 7 
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F Total 
1 20 
1 11 
2 31 
2 44 
6 106 
Table II furnishes data on the size of the 106 maps 
used in the analysis. Hartley1fbelleves that all maps should 
be at least one-half page in size. The maps were counted 
according to the following measure: 
1. Those which were one or two full pages in size. 
2. Those which were from one-half to one full page. 
3. Those which were from one-fourth to one-half page. 
4. Those which were less than one-fourth page. 
Textbook E was found to have the greatest number of 
full page maps. Of the seven maps in the textbook five were 
from one to two full pages in size while the other two were 
.. 
from one-fourth one one-half page large. Textbook A. contained 
four full page maps, six which ranged in size from one-half 
page to one full page, seventeen which were from one-fourth 
to one half page, and thirty which were less than one-fourth 
page in size. There were four full page maps counted in 
Textbook B also. This ·book had only one map which was one-
half page, six which were from one-fourth to one-half page 
and seven which were less than one-fourth page. It was 
interesting to note that both books, Textbooks C and D, which 
had a total of nine maps each had three full page maps. Text-
book C had not any map which ranged from one-half to one full 
page,while Textbook D had three. The first book had one map 
. Ywilliam H. Hartley, "Audio Visual Materials and 
II Techniques, Chapter XXII, Seventeenth Yearbook Q! ~ Nati~al 
Council for the Social Studies, 1946. 
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which measured from one-fourth to one-half page~ and the 
latter had three of this size. Textbook C contained five maps 
which were less than one-fourth page, and Textbook D had none 
as small as this. With a total of six maps, Textbook F had 
one full page one, one which was from one-half to one full 
page, two which were from one-fourth to one-half page and 
two which were less than one-fourth page. 
In the six books there was a total of twenty full 
page maps, eleven from one-half to one full page, thirty-one 
from one-fourth to one-half page and forty-four maps which 
. were less than one-fourth page in size. 
----------
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TABLE III 
CAPTIONS ON SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX MIDDLE-GRADE 
GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F 
No Caption 15 
Title Only 1 11 2 9 5 6 
Explanatory Material 25 1 3 
Questions 9 3 2 
Questions and 
Explanatory Material 7 6 
..1 
Total 57 18 9 9 7 6 
~ 36 
Total 
15 
34 
29 
14 
14 
106 
Table III gives the distribution of the South 
American maps in the six textbooks used in regard to the 
captions found with the map . 
In classifying maps according to the captions they 
carried, five classifications were made, (1) maps with no 
captions, (2) maps with a title only, (3) maps with 
explanatory material, {4) maps with questions, (5) maps 
with both explanatory material and questions. Examples of 
these classifications were given in Chapter III. 
Textbook A was the only book used in the study which 
contained any maps with no caption whatsoever. There were 
fifteen maps counted in this textbook with no caption. 
In the entire study thirty-four maps carried titles 
only. Textbook B containbd the greatest number of this 
type. In this book there were eleven such maps. All the 
maps found in Textbooks D and F had titles only, a total 
of nine for Textbook D and six for Textbook F. Textbook E 
included nine maps with titles only, Textbook c, five and 
Textbook A, one. 
Only three textbooks contained maps which had 
explanatory material under them or beside them. In the 
three books there was a total of twenty-nine maps of this 
type. Textbook A had twenty-five of the twenty-nine, 
Textbook B had one, and Textbook C had three. 
There were only three books which used questions 
under any of the maps. Textbook A had nine maps with such 
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questions, Textbook C had three and Textbook E had two, which 
made a total of fourteen maps in the entire study. 
Again, only three books contained maps with both 
explanatory material and questions. There were seven of 
these in Textbook A, six in Textbook B, and one in Textbook 
c. This was a total of fourteen maps with questions and 
explanatory material. 
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T.M3LE IV 
LEGENDS ON SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX MIDDLE-GRADE 
GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F 
Key Only 16 4 5 4 2 4 
Scale of Miles 1 1 2 2 
Key and Scale of Miles 1 _! 2 
\ 
5 ~ 
Total 17 9 8 9 7 6 
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Total 
35 
6 
15 
56 
Table IV shows that fifty-six of the 106 maps counted 
in the analysis had some kind of legend. Legends were 
divided into keys, scales of miles, and a combination of 
keys and scales. Keys were counted on thirty-five maps, 
scales on six maps and fifteen maps contained both a key 
and a scale of miles. 
All the maps in three of the books used had a legend 
of some kind. Textbook D had four maps with a key and five 
maps with both a key and a legend for a total of nine maps 
with a legend, the total number of maps in the book. In 
Textbook E there was a total of seven books, two with a 
key, two with a scale of miles, and three with both a key 
and a scale. A total of six maps was counted in Textbook F, 
four with a key and two with a scale. 
The distribution of the keys and scales in the 
remaining textbooks was somewhat scattered. Of the fifty-
seven maps in Textbook A, sixteen had a key and one had 
both a key and a scale. 
which had a scale only. 
There were no maps in the book 
Textboolr B contained a total of 
eighteen maps. There were four with a key, one with a 
scale and four with both a key and a scale, which made a 
total of nine maps with a legend. There was a total of 
eight maps out of nine in Textbook C which had a legend. 
Of these eight, five had a key, one had a scale and two 
had both. 
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TABLE V 
COLOR USED ON SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX MIDDLE- GRADE 
GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F Total 
Black and White 55 14 6 6 3 5 89 
Two Colors 4 4 
More Than Two Colors 2 4 3 3 1 
..M 
-
106 
Total 57 18 9 9 7 6 
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Table V gives information regarding the color used on 
the South American maps studied in this analysis. Maps were 
counted, as to those which were black and white, those in 
which two colors were used, and those in which more than 
two colors were used. 
Black and white maps far outnumbered those in which 
color of any kind was used. All the textbooks contained 
some black and white maps, and all the textbooks except 
-Textbook E used more than two colors. These two colors 
were, in almost all cases, the colors recommended for the 
International Map of the World . Textbook E was the only 
textbook which contained maps with only two colors. In 
each case this was a white map with a blue background and 
boundaries marked in blue. 
Textbook A contained fifty-five black and white 
maps and two colored maps. There were fourteen black and 
white maps and four colored maps in Textbook B. In 
Textbooks C and D were six black and white maps and three 
colored maps. Besides the four maps in two colors found in 
Textbook E, there were three black and white ones. Text-
book F contained five black and white maps and one colored 
map. 
In the entire study there were eighty-nine black 
and white maps, four with two colors, and thirteen which 
used more than two colors. 
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TABLE VI 
KINDS OF SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX MIDDLE-GRADE 
MIDDLE-GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F 
Picture Map 2 1 
Rainfall Map 3 2 2 1 1 2 
Product Map 7 1 1 
Physical-Political Map 1 3 2 2 1 1 
Relief' Map 1 1 1 
Export-Import Map 11 
Route Map 12 2 1 3 1 1 
Regional Map 9 1 
Vegetation Map 1 1 
Population Map 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Others 16 2 2 1 
Total 57 18 9 9 7 6 
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Total 
3 
11 
9 
10 
3 
11 
20 
10 
2 
6 
21 
106 
Table VI shows the number of the different kinds of 
maps presented in the six textbooks used in the study. The 
foll~wing classification was used: picture maps, rainfall 
maps, product maps, physical-political maps, relief maps, 
export-import maps, route maps, regional maps, vegetation 
maps, population maps, and others. By "others" is meant 
maps which could not be listed under any of these headings. 
All six books contained rainfall maps, physical-
political maps, route maps and population maps. The 
rainfall maps usually showed the amount of rain from May 
to October and from November to April. In some books this 
was shown on two different maps. Textbook A contained 
three rainfall maps. The third showed the rainfall in a 
' specific section of South America. Textbooks B, C and F 
l 
each had two rainfall maps, and Textbooks D and E had 
only one map apiece which showed average annual rainfall 
in South America. The books had from one to three physical-
political maps. These were usually full page maps. Text-
book B contained three, Textbooks C and D each had two and 
the remaining three books had one each. The route maps 
were found in all six books. Textbook A contained the 
greatest number of this kind of map. Many of these maps 
showed routes of early explorers to South America. There 
were twelve such maps in this book. Textbook D had three 
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l :oute m:ps, Textbook B had tw~~- a~~ Textbooks c, E, and F 
had one each. Each book contained one population map. 
Picture, product, relief, export-import, regional, 
and vegetation maps were scattered. Only two books 
contained picture maps, Textbook A with two and Textbook C 
with one. There were seven product maps in Textbook B, 
and one each in Textbooks D and E. Textbook A had a 
combination pr~duct and export-import map. There were 
eleven of these combination maps. In the six textbooks 
there were only three relief maps, one in Textbook A, one 
in Textbook ~ and one in Textbook E. The relief map in 
Textbook D was a combination relief-vegetation map. Only 
two books had maps showing the regions of the country. 
There were nine regional maps in Textbook A and one in 
Textbook E. Textbooks A and B were the only ones containing 
vegetation maps. Each book had only one. 
As was stated earlier there were some maps found 
which did not fit into the main categories. Textbook A 
had sixteen such maps. There were ten small maps of the 
United States with the countries of South America super-
imposed upon them for the purpose of comparing sizes. The 
six other maps which could not be classified in the table 
were, (1) a map showing the pope's Line of Demarcation, 
(2) a map showing the New World Colonies of Spain and 
Portugal, (3) a map showing the Humboldt Current, (4) a 
---=-______,..- - -
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map showing the early rou.te from colonial Argentina to 
Spain, (5) a map showing early trade routes between Brazil, 
Portugal and Africa, (6) a map showing the Amazon River, 
its tributaries and trading towns and cities. 
In Textbook B were found two maps which could not be 
classified under the main headings. One was a map comparing 
the area and latitude of Argentina to the central part of 
the United States. The second was a map showing the 
temperature regions of South America. 
The two maps in Textbook C Which could not be put 
into the categories set up were a map of the harbor and 
city of Rio de Jane ~ro, and a map showing the comparison 
of Chile and Argentina to the United States. 
Textbook F had only one map which could not be 
classified. It was a map showing the Pampas and surrounding 
territory. 
In the entire analysis there were three picture maps, 
eleven rainfall maps, nine product maps, ten physical-
political maps, three relief maps, eleven export-import 
maps, twenty route maps, ten regional maps, two vegetation 
maps, six population maps and twenty others. 
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TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUTION OF MA.t' AC'l'IVITIES FOR SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS 
IN SIX MIDDLE-GRAD~ GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F Total 
Activities Listed 
Under Maps 20 5 2 27 
Activities Included 
in the Text 2 61 16 17 9 105 
Activities Separate 
from the Map and Text 3 15 20 22 29 18 107 
Total 25 76 41 39 40 18 239 
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Table VII shows the distribution of map activities 
in the six geography textbooks used in the analysis. It 
should be noted here that there is a difference in the 
numbers found under the heading Activities Under aps in 
this table and those under the heading Questions Under 
Maps in Table III. Tab le III shows the number of maps 
which have questions or activities under them. Some maps 
have more than one activity listed beneath them. Table 
VII gives the number of activities listed under the maps. 
~ ap activities were found to be in three places throughout 
the texts, directly beneaththe maps, in the textual 
material, and separate from either map or the textual 
material, that is, at the beginning or end of a unit of 
study, or at the beginning or end of a chapter. In the 
books these kind of activities were grouped under such 
headings as Exploring and Finding for Ourselves, Making 
the Maps Tell a Story, Map Reading Exercises, Applying 
Your Knowledge, Map Studies and Things to Do . In the 
majority of the books, the greatest number of activities 
were located in this section. 
l 
Textbook B contained the largest number of activities, 
sixty-one included in the textual material and fifteen 
listed under separate headings, for a total of s·eventy-six 
activities in the entire book. In Textbook E, two 
activities were found under the maps, nine activities were 
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found in the textual material and twenty-nine were separate 
from the maps and textual material. These made a total of 
forty map activities in Textbook E. The map activities in 
Textbook C were so distributed that there were five listed 
under the maps, sixteen in the textual material, which 
made a total of forty-one activities for the entire book. 
There were seventeen activities included in the 
textual material of Textbook D, and twenty-two activities 
in a separate unit, which made a total of thirty-nine 
activities found in this particular book. Textbook A, 
with the greatest number of maps, had twenty activities 
listed under the maps, two included in the text and three 
in a separate section. There were a total of twenty-five 
activities in this book. The only book with the activities 
located in one place was Textbook F. It had eighteen 
activities all separate from the maps and textual material. 
In the six books there was a total of 239 map 
activities, twenty-seven under the maps, 105 included in 
the text, and 107 separate from the maps and the textual 
material. 
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TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE KINDS OF MAP ACTIVI'T'IES TO ACCOMPANY 
SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX MIDDLE-GRADE GEOGRAPHY 
TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D E F Total 
Comparing 8 9 4 1 3 25 
Finding Information 10 17 16 8 7 6 64 
Making Original Maps 3 2 6 11 
Tracing Routes 1 4 1 1 4 1 12 
Locating 1 33 7 27 14 3 85 
Discussing 2 2 
Describing 2 9 11 
Making Lists 1 1 2 
Making Deductions 4 4 
Explaining 1 5 6 
Filling in Outline 
Maps 1 2 3 
Making Model Maps 2 4 6 
Playing Map Games 1 1 
Checking Answers 1 1 2 
Estimating 1 1 
Measuring by Map 
Scale 4 4 
Total 25 76 41 39 40 18 239 
ll 
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Table VIII shows the distribution of the kinds of 
map activities found in the six geography textbooks used in 
the analysis. The basis upon which the table was constructed 
is explained in detail in Chapter· III. The activities were 
broken down into sixteen different kinds. Not all the t ypes 
of activities were found in all textbooks. 
Those activities which were common to all the text-
books were, finding information by the study ?f maps, tracing 
routes and locating geographical re gions. There was a total 
of sixty-four activities in which the pupils were asked to 
find the answers to questions by observing some map in the 
book. Textbook B contained seventeen, Textbook C had 
sixteen, Textbook A included ten of this kind of activity, 
Textbook D had eight, Textbook E had seven, and Textbook F 
contained six. In the six books was found a total of twelve 
activities where the children were told to trace a route of 
some kind. Textbooks B and E included four each, while 
Textbooks A, C, D, and F had only one ea ch. Locating 
specific places on a map was the activity of which there was 
the greatest number in the six textbooks . In the books 
analyzed there was a total of eighty-five. These activities 
were usually found in the running text of each book. Text-
book B contained the greatest number, a total of thirty-
three in t he one book, Textbook D contained twenty-seven, 
Textbook E had fourteen, Textbook C had seven, Textbook F 
had three and Textbook A had one. 
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Another popular kind of activity found in all but 
Textbook E, was the type in which the pupils were asked to 
, compare the geographical aspects of two or more regions. 
Textbook B had nine of this kind of activity, Textbook A 
had eight, Textbook C contained four, Textbook F included 
three, and Textbook D had one, which made a total of 
twenty-five for all six geography texts. 
The remaining kinds of activities were somewhat 
scattered throughout the six books. Activities found in 
only two books were those in which the children were asked 
to describe a location by looking at a map, those in which 
lists were to be made from a map, those in which outline 
maps were filled in, those in which answers to questions 
were checked from a map, those in which explanations were 
made from a map. Textbooks B and E asked children to make 
descriptions after studying a map, twice in the first book 
and nine times in the second. There were two textbooks, B 
and D, which contained one activity each, asking the pupils 
to make a list from a map. Outline maps were to be made 
while studying two textbooks, one in Textbook B and two in 
Textbook c. Textbook D and Textbook E contained one 
activity each wherein answers to questions were checked by 
looking at a map. In two textbooks explanations were 
asked for after a map had been studied. Textbook F included 
five of this kind of activity and Textbook B had one. 
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The construction of model maps of sand, clay, or 
flour and salt was a suggested activity in two textbooks. 
Textbook A contained this activity in two places and 
Textbook C included it four times. 
The activities not mentioned up to this point were 
found in only one textbook. Textbook B asked for discussion 
based on map study in two separate· places, and deductions 
based on map study four times. Textbook C contained one 
map game. Estimating distances was found once in Textbook E 
and measuring by map scale was found four times in this 
textbook. 
-=----= 
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TABLE IX 
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO MAPS AND SYMBOLS AND PLACE 
NAMES ON THE SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN TEXTBOOK A 
Titles of Maps References Symbols nlace ames 
Relief Map of Pan America 1 31 
Stamp Map of South America 20 
Latin American Exports to and 
Imports from United States l 
Pan American Highway 2 19 
Highlands and Lowlands of 
Western Hemisphere 2 3 
Regional Map of South America 2 3 
Rainfall Map· of South America 2 4 
Vegetation Map of South America 1 5 
Population Map of South America l 3 
Line of Demarcation 1 
New World Colonies of Spain and 
Portugal 9 10 
Physical-Political Map of South 
America 135 225 
Regions of Venezuela 4 
Products of Venezuela ll 
Regions of Columbia 3 
Products of Columbia 13 
Products of Ecuador 13 
Products of Peru 16 
Regions of Peru 3 
Products of Bolivia 13 
Regions of Bolivia 3 
Products of Chile 16 
Rainfall of Chile 3 
Regions of Chile l 3 
Regions of Argentina 1 3 
Products of Argentina 14 
Early Route from Colonial 
Argentina to Spain l 
Railroads from Buenos Aires 2 7 
Products of Uruguay 6 
Products of Paraguay 5 
Regions of Brazil 3 
Rainfall of Brazil 3 
Colonial Trade Routes l 
Global Map of Air and Water Routes l 5 9 Amazon River and Tributaries l 24 3 Products of Brazil 20 
Total 11 353 327 
TABLE X 
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO, AND SYMBOLS AND PLACE NAMES 
ON THE SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN TEXTBOOK B 
Titles of Maps References Symbols 
Relief Map of North America 
and South America 7 27 
Physical-Political Map of South 
America 9 120 
Rainfall Map of South America 
{November-April) 6 8 
Rainfall Map of South America 
(May-October) 6 8 
Temperature Map of South America 3 7 
Vegetation Map of South America 2 4 
Population Map of South America 6 3 
Northern South America 27 280 
Coffee Map l 3 
Cities, Towns and Railroads in 
Coffee-land 5 4 
Southern South America 16 150 
Area and Latitude of Argentina 
Compared with Central United States 
Wheat Map 
Corn Map 
Cattle Map 
Flax Map 
Grape Map 
Sheep Map 
Total 
5 
2 
1 
1 
l 
l 
l 
100 
31 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
658 
Place Names 
35 
218 
2 
2 
2 
9 
2 
435 
2 
3 
217 
41 
2 
2 
972 
,, 
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TABLE XII 
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO, AND SYMBOLS AND PLACE NAMES 
ON THE SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN TEXTBOOK D 
Title of Map 
Chief Airways Connecting the 
Americas 
Physical Map of South America 
Rainfall Map of South America 
Population Map of South America 
Relief and Vegetation Map of 
South America 
Chief Mineral Products and Mining 
Centers of South America 
Chief Airlines and Air Centers of 
South America 
Route of Pan-American Highway 
Political and Economic Map of 
South America 
Total 
References 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
31 
49 
srmbols 
44 
75 
10 
37 
6 
19 
35 
16 
208 
-
450 
Place Names 
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155 
4 
36 
14 
32 
32 
359 
684 
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TABLE XIII 
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO, AND SYMBOLS AND PLACE NAMES 
ON THE SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN TEXTBOOK E 
Titles of Maps References Symbols 
South America 4 4 
South America Showing Natural 
Regions 4 4 
South America 13 86 
South America Showing Annual 
Rainfall 
South America Showing Natural 
Products and Leading Exports 1 29 
South America Showing Railroads 
and Airlines 2 88 
South America Showing Distribution 
of Population 7 
Total 24 . 225 
Place Names 
33 
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142 
55 
141 
424 
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TABLE XIV 
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO, AND SYMBOLS AND PI·ACE NAMES ON THE 
SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN TEXTBOOK. , F 
Titles of Maps References Symbols ~lace ames 
Where the People Live 6 7 3 
Physical-Political Map of 
South America 68 80 116 
Rainfall (November-April) 5 5 
Rainfall (May-October) 5 5 
The Pampas 1 5 2 
Airways of Latin America 2 4 
Total 87 106 121 
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Tables IX to XIV show the distribution of map 
re~erences in the running text of each book, the map 
symbols on each map in each book, and the place names on 
each map in each text used in the study. 
The word symbol in this study re~ers to any line, dot 
or mark of any kind which represents a geographical aspect. 
Speci~ically, those which were counted were dots which stood 
for cities, stars or encircled stars which represented 
capitals of countries, a line o~ any description which 
denoted ai~water or land routes. The symbol ~or a river 
was counted only if the name of the river was on the map. 
On the physical-political maps the various colors showing 
differences in elevation were counted as separate symbols. 
Any other symbols presented in the key to each map were 
counted also. Lines of latitude and longitude were counted 
as two separate symbols in the study. On a product map 
such as a coffee map were a dot represented so many pounds 
of coffee each dot was not counted separately. All such 
dots were counted as one symbol. On a map of South America 
in which portions of other countries were shown the symbols 
used on those countries were numbered in the count also. 
Textbook A contained a total of eleven references to 
the fifty-seven maps in the book. There were two references 
each to the regional map of South America and the rainfall 
map of South America. The other seven references were made 
to seven separate maps, one to each of the following: 
·so 
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relief map of Pan America, vegetation map of South America, 
population map of South America, map showing the regions of 
Chile, map showing the regions of Argentina, a global map of 
air routes and water routes, and a map showing the Amazon 
River and its Tributaries. 
The maps in this textbook contained a total of 353 
symbols. The physical-political map of South America 
contained a total of 135 symbols, the greatest number found 
on any map in this book. A map of the Amazon River and its 
tributaries had twenty-four symbols. The products maps of 
the various countries in South America had a map symbol 
count which ranged in number from five to twenty. The map 
showing the products of Brazil contained the greatest 
number of symbols, twenty in number. On the products maps 
of Peru and Chile, sixteen symbols were counted. Argen-
tina's product map had fourteen symbols, and Columbia's, 
Ecuador's and Bolivia's had thirteen symbols each. There 
were eleven map symbols on the product map of Venezuela, 
six on the products map of Paraguay, and five on the 
products map of Urugua y . A map showing the New World 
Colonies of SPain and Portugal contained nine different 
symbols. On the vegetation map of South America, and the 
global map of air and water routes there were five symbols 
each. The rainfall map of South America, and the regional 
map of Chile, the regional map of Argentina, the regional 
map of Brazil and the rainfall map of Brazil. There were 
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three maps with two symbols on them, a map of the Pan 
American Hi ghway, a map showing the highlands and lowlands 
of the Western Hemisphere, and a map showing the railroads 
from Buenos Aires. A map showing the Latin American exports 
to and imports from the United States , a map showing the 
Line of Demarcation and a map showing the early route from 
colonial Argentina to Spain each had one symbol only. There 
were twenty-eight maps with no symbols. 
Only nine of the fifty-seven maps in Textbook A had 
place names on t hem. The greatest number of place names, 
225 in all, were counted on the physical-political map of 
South America. The number of place names on the other 
seven maps ranged from thirty-one to three. The map 
containing the t hirty-one place names was a relief map of 
Pan America. There were twenty place names on a stamp map 
of Latin America and nineteen on a map of the Pan American 
Highway. On a map showing the New World Colonies of Spain 
and Portu3al, there were ten place names, and on the global 
map of air and water routes, there were nine. The count 
of the place names on the map showing the railcoad from 
Buenos Aires was seven and on the map showing the Amazon 
River and Tributaries there were three place names. 
\1 In Textbook B every map had reference made to it in 
I) the textual material and every map had symbols on it. Only 
four of the ei ghteen maps had no place names. The largest 
number of references were made to the three physical-
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political maps found in this textbook. The physical-politi-
cal map of northern South America had twenty-seven references 
made to it, and the physical-political map of southern South 
America had sixteen references made to it, and the physical-
political-map of the entire continent had nine references 
made to it. There were seven references made to the relief 
map of North America and South America. The two rainfall 
maps and the population map were referred to six times each 
in the text. The references to a map showing the cities, 
towns and railroads in Coffee-land and to a map showing the 
-
area and latitude of Argentina compared with the United 
States were five in number. There were three references to 
a temperature map, two references to the vegetation map and 
one reference each to the six products maps. 
The physical-political maps also contained the largest 
number of symbols. There were 280 on the map of northern 
South America, 150 on the map of southern South America, and 
120 on the map of South America. The number of symbols on 
the maps then dropped to thirty-one on the map showing the 
area and latitude of Argentina compared to the United States 
and twenty-seven on the relief map of North America and 
South America. There were eight symbols on the rainfall maps 
and seven on the temperature maps. Of the remaining tDn maps 
there were two which had four symbos, three which had three 
symbols and five which had two symbols. 
The greatestnumber of place names were counted on 
II 
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the physical-political maps, 435 on the map of northern North 
America, 218 on the map of the whole continent, and 217 on 
that of southern South America. Again there was a drop in 
the number of place names on the maps, forty-one on the 
double map of Argentina and the United States and thirty-five 
on the relief maps. The vegetation map contained nine place 
names and the map of coffee-land had only three. The 
remaining seven maps carried only two place names. 
Reference was made in Textbook C to every map but 
two in the book. There were thirteen references made to 
the physical-political map of the continent, and seven 
made to the political map. The two rainfall maps had six 
references made to them. Only four references were made to 
the map showing the comparison of Chile and Argentina to the 
United States, and two to the map of railroads and navigable 
rivers. 
Every map in this textbook had symbols of some kind on 
it. The physical-political map had 155 symbols and the 
political map had 102 symbols. The remaining maps had few 
in comparison. A map called South America as the Home of 
Man contained fourteen symbols, the map of railroads and 
navigable rivers had eleven, the map of the harbor and city 
of Rio de Janeiro and the map comparing Argentina and Chile 
with tbe United States contained seven each and the two 
rainfall maps had four each •. 
Only one map had no place names on it. The number 
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of place names ranged from 208 to two. The 208 place names 
were found on the physical-political map. The political 
map contained 163 place names. There were twenty-three on 
the map of railroads and rivers, ten on the double map and 
two on the rainfall maps and the special map called South 
America as the Home of Man. 
In Textbook D references were made to all the maps. 
Reference was made to the political and economic map thirty-
one times. To the physical map and the map of the chief 
mineral products and mining centers, reference was made four 
times. There were three references to the rainfall map, two 
references to the map showing the chief airlines and air 
centers and to the map shwoing the route of the Pan American 
Highway, and one reference to the three remaining maps. 
On the nine maps in this textbook there was a total of 
450 symbols and 684 place names. The political and economic 
map contained 208 symbols and 359 place names. There was 
counted a total of seventy-five symbols and 155 place names 
on the physical map. On the map showing the chief airways 
connecting the Americas there were forty-four symbols and 
fifty-two place names. The population map showed thirty-
seven symbols and thirty-six place names. There were thirty-
five symbols and thirty-two place names on the map showing 
air routes and centers. The mineral product map had nine-
teen symbols and fourteen place names, while the map showing 
the route of the Pan American Highway contained sixteen 
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symbols and thirty-two place names. On the rainfall map there 
were ten symbols and four place names. The only map with no 
place names was a relief and vegetation map which had six 
symbols. 
Reference was made in Textbook E to five of the seven 
maps in the book. A physical-political map had thirteen 
references made to it throughout the text. There were two 
maps which had four references made to them, one which had 
two references made to it and one which had one reference 
made to it. 
There were two maps which had a large number of symbols 
in comparison to the other five. A railroad and air line map 
had eighty-eight symbols and the physical-political map had 
eighty-six. There was one map which had twenty-nine symbols, 
two of which had seven symbols and two Which contained four 
symbols. 
The two maps with the greatest number of symbols also 
contained the greatest number of place names. The physical-
political map had 142 place names while the railroad and 
airline map had 141 place names. There were fifty-five place 
names on an export map and fifty-three place names on a 
regional map. On a physical map there were thirty-three 
place names. There were no place names on two maps. 
Of the six aps studied in Textbook F reference was 
made to all. 1here were sixty-eight references made to the 
physical-political map in this book, six references to a 
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population map, five references· to the rainfall maps, two 
references to a map of the Pampas and one reference to a 
map showing the airways of Latin America. ~ 
All maps had symbols. The physical-political map 
had eight, the population map had seven, the rainfall maps 
and the map of the Pampas had five, and the airway map had 
four. 
Only three of the six maps contained place names. 
There were 116 on the physical-political map. On the 
population map there were three and on the map of the Pampas 
there were two. 
I 
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TABLE X:V 
TOTAL NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO, AND SYMBOLS AND 
PLACE NAMES ON SOUTH AMERICAN MAPS IN SIX 
MIDDLE-GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
Textbook References S:;ymbols Place Names 
A 11 353 327 
B 100 658 972 
c 38 309 417 
D 49 450 684 
E 24 225 424 
F 87 106 121 
309 2,101 2,945 
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Table XV shows a total of the references to maps 
and the symbols and place names on maps found in the six 
textbooks used in the analysis. 
\
1 
In Textbook B was found the greatest number of all 
three, although this textbook does not contain the most maps 
nor the largest number of pages of textual material. This 
textbook contained a total of 100 references, 658 map 
symbols and 972 place names on maps. Textbook A, the book 
with the most pages of textual material and maps had the 
least number of map references, while Textbook F, the book 
with the smallest number of pages and maps had eighty-seven 
references. Textbook A with fifty-seven maps contained 353 
map symbols and 327 place names on the maps. On the eleven 
maps in Textbook F there were 106 symbols and 121 place names. 
Textbook D with nine maps had forty-nine references, 450 
symbols and 684 place names. Also with nine maps, Textbook C 
had thirty-eight references, 309 symbols and 417 place names. 
Textbook E contained seven maps with twenty-four references, 
225 symbols and 424 place names. In all six textbooks a total 
of 309 references, 2,101 symbols and 2,945 place names were 
counted. 
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Special List 
TABLE XVI 
LISTING OF SOUTH AMERICAN YlAPS I N SIX 
MIDDLE-GRADE GEOGRAPHY TEXTBOOKS 
A B c D 
X X X 
General Index X 
E F 
X 
X 
Table XVI shows that all maps in all textbooks were 
listed somewhere in the book. There were special map lists 
at the front of four of the books. In the other two books, 
the maps were listed in the general index. 
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CHAPTE V 
SUMMARY 
The writer has tried to show in the preceding chapters 
what present day geography textbooks, which are in use in the 
middle-grades at this time, contribute to the social studies II 
program in the way of South American maps and activities to 
accompany these maps. There was, however, some limitations 
in the study. No analysis was made of the projections or 
the accura cy of the maps. Neither was any analysis made of 
the spacing of the maps near the text they were to illustrate. 
There was a great variation in the number of maps in 
each text and in the number of pages in each text devoted 
to information about South America. The number ranged from 
six maps in one book to fifty-seven in another. The number 
of pages of text about South America ranged from fifty-two 
to two hundred seventy-one. It must be kept in mind that 
the book containing fifty-seven South American maps and 
two-hundred seventy-one pages of text was written entirely 
about Latin America. Although nothing was done about 
M.exican and Central American maps in this study they were 
included in this text. The other books examined combined 
information about North American and South America. In 
these latter books, without exception, the main part of each 
was devoted to North America. It is the opinion of the 
---~-=-=====*~==~~~---
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writer that with the present tendency to promote good Pan 
American relations, our children should be better informed 
about South America. In many sixth grades at present the 
whole year is given to the study of South America, so it is 
felt by the writer that more material should be included in 
textbooks for this purpose. 
The maps in the six textbooks were analyzed as to 
size. Of the 106 maps analyzed, twenty were one or two 
full pages, eleven were from one-half to one full page, 
thirty-one were from one-fourth to one-half page, and 
forty-four were less than one-fourth page in size. 
Authorities feel that only maps of one-half page or more 
should be used in textbooks. Textbook E had the greatest 
percentage of full page maps. Out of a total of seven maps 
in t his book, five were at least full page maps. Textbook A 
with a total of fifty-seven maps contained only four full 
page maps and thirty maps which were less than one-fourth 
page in size. In the total study almost three-fourths of 
the maps analyzed were less than one-half page in size. 
In the analysis of the captions used on the maps, 
ninety-one maps had a caption of some kind. There were 
thirty-four with titles only, twenty-nine with explanatory 
material, fourteen with questions, and fourteen with questions 
and explanatory material. It is felt that maps which have 
both questions and explanatory material would effect more 
attention, thereby being of greater value in the classroom. 
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Textbook A was the only book with no captions but it also had 
the greatest number of maps with both explanatory material and 
questions. All the maps in Textbook D and Textbook F had 
titles only. 
Maps with legends are more purposeful to the teacher 
and pupil alike. A little more than one-half of all the maps 
used in this study had a legend. In the total analysis 
thirty-five had a key, six had a scale of miles and fifteen 
had both a key and a scale of miles. All of the maps in 
three textbooks had a legend. It was found that the more 
maps a textbook contained, the smaller was the percentage of 
legends for those maps. Only seventeen of the fifty-seven 
maps in Textbook A had legends. All the maps in Textbooks D, 
E and F h ad them. 
The number of maps on which color was used was small. 
Only. seventeen maps were colored. Of this seventeen, thirteen 
were done in more than two colors. Where more than two colors 
were used, the universal color scheme was employed in all 
but one map in the entire study. Textbook B contained the 
greatest number of colored maps, a total of four. Textbook E 
was the only book which had maps on which only two colors 
were used. 
Every book contained at least five different kinds of 
maps. Textbook A had ten different types. The most popular 
kinds were rainfall, physical-political, route and population 
maps, as each book included at least one of these di f ferent 
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kinds. It was surprising to note that only two books had 
picture maps, a type which can be most interesting and help-
ful. In the six books there was a total of twenty route maps, 
the largest number of any one kind of map counted. The 
smallest number was two vegetation maps in the six books 
combined. Textbook E was the only book which contained only 
one of each type used. There was a total of seven maps in 
this book and a total of seven different types. 
Map activities were found in three different places, 
under or beside the map, in the text and separate from the 
map and text. Textbook A contained the largest number of 
activities under or beside the map. Textbook B had the 
greatest number of activities included in the textual 
material. Textbook E had more activities located under 
separate headings than any of the other texts. Those which 
were separate were found to be more varied and more detailed. 
A total of 239 activities was counted, twenty-seven close to 
the map, 105 in the text and 107 separate from the map and 
text. 
The kind of map activities were classified under 
sixteen headings. Textbook B contained the greatest number, 
a total of seventy-six. Textbook F had the fewest, only 
eighteen. Textbook A, the book with the most maps had very 
few activities in proportion to the number of maps presented. 
In this book there were only twenty-five activities. 
Locating specific places on a map seemed to be the activity 
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used by the six books examined. There were four books which 
contained activities peculiar to them. Textbook B had an 
activity wherein the child had to make deductions about the 
geographical aspects of a location after studying a map. 
Textbook C included a map game among its activities. Text-
book E contained an activity where the child had to estimate 
distances from a map and another activity where he measured 
by using a map scale. 
References to the textbook mapa were counted. There 
was a total of 309 references. Textbook B with eighteen 
maps had 100 references and Textbook F with six maps had 
eighty-seven references, while Textbook A with fifty-seven 
maps had only eleven references. In most cases of map 
references, the careful teacher will act as a guide in 
directing her class to refer to a map where the need arises. 
Symbols and place names on the maps were counted. 
The physical-political maps had more symbols and place names 
in most books. The maps in Textbook B contained the greatest 
number of both. On the fourteen maps there were 658 symbols 
and 972 place names. In the writers opinion there were more 
than necessary on this kind of map. A child will get more 
information from a map that is not cluttered with details. 
On one map of just a part of South America there were as 
many as 280 symbols and 435 place names. In the total study 
2 1 101 symbols were counted and 2,945 place names. 
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Recommendations for further study. 
In this study, map activities were just touched upon. 
A further analysis of map activities in South American text-
books could be done. 
A study of the correlation between place names found 
in the text and those found on the maps could be made. This 
writer feels that many more place names than are ever used 
in the study of any country are found printed on the maps. 
Only the important places, those needed to develop under-
standing of a place, should be mentioned in either the text 
or on the map. A comparison between the treatment of North 
America and South America in middle-grade geography text-
books could be made. Although no deductions from the 
former could be profitably made, still, additions could be 
made to the latter. 
7 6 
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